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Abstract — According to Condition Based Maintenance practitioners, various activities, ranging from data collection through the recommendation of specific maintenance actions, must be carried out to perform predictive maintenance. Nevertheless, in practice, (and in spite of recommendations like those ones of the OSA-CBM standard), defining and implementing a computer software system for CBM is not a trivial task. That can be mostly explained by the necessity of providing a distributed application that enables to share data and information in an easy but effective manner in-between various actors from various industrial plants. Following that, the aim of the paper is to describe a collaborative software that has been developed in the society e-m@systec. Its simple architecture, as well as its evolving and customizable capabilities make the global information system as useful for distributed applications. The usage of JEE technology improves the portability of the system. This software is well adapted to support predictive maintenance strategies. Thereby and as for an illustration, an example related to a prognostic problem is also described.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of reliability, availability or safety of a system is a determining factor regarding the effectiveness of industrial maintenance. Thereby, the implementation of provisional strategies is a good way to improve the availability of processes, to ensure the smallest variations of products qualities or the direct costs falling [1]. Furthermore, sustainable development involves the integration of economical strategies beside social and environmental ones for the optimization of processes. This major provocation of triple performance outlined a new and interesting research area: concepts like corrective or preventive maintenance were progressively completed by predictive and proactive maintenance [2]. In these maintenance strategies, “prognostic” takes a growing place and is recognized as a key feature. However, it is obvious that prognostic can not be seen as a single maintenance task as its applicability, cost and effectiveness can vary from an industrial plant to another. Also, the whole aspects of failure analysis and prediction must be viewed as a set of activities that all must be performed. This aspect is highlighted within the Condition-Based Maintenance concept.

According to [3], Condition Based Maintenance "entails the maintenance of equipments based on an assessment of current and projected condition (or health)". The increasing use of CBM strategy (and thereby of CBM systems) is mainly due to the growing needs of reducing maintenance and logistics costs, of improving equipment availability, and of protecting against failure of critical equipments. Also, industries show a growing interest in this thematic which is becoming a major research framework as mentioned in recent papers [4-6].

Nevertheless, in practice, defining and implementing a computer software system for CBM is not a trivial task. Indeed, beyond the aspects inherent to the usage of “physical” devices like intelligent sensors or table computers, various problems follow from the distributed aspect of the application and the integration effort needed. As for examples, let note the diversity of actors that are involved in a real world application (technicians, managers…), the heterogeneity of useful data (event data, sensor data…), the types of indicators that should be provided, the necessity of exchanging data between the modules and others information systems like SCADA, CMMS and ERP, the goal of operating in a plug-and-play fashion, etc. Following that, the aim of this paper is to discuss some problems that follow from the objective of implementing a distributed CBM information system by describing a real world software suite. The society e-m@systec has developed an e-maintenance platform that enables to share data and information in between various actors and applications in order to provide a global distributed maintenance system.

The paper is organized as follows. First CBM concept is briefly described, and the main requirements pointed out in literature to develop a computerized CBM system are given. Then, the software suite from e-m@systec is presented, as well as its components. The whole aims at discussing the distributed and integrative aspects of this platform. Following that, a closer look on the prognostic module definition and implementation is made in order to illustrate the capabilities of such an e-maintenance platform. Finally, section V summarizes conclusions of this paper and outlines guidelines for possible futures works.

II. CBM ARCHITECTURES

A. CBM systems - an overview

Many works have been done around the e-maintenance concept like the review on existing platforms provided by [7]. To facilitate the CBM architectures development and to improve the interchangeability of different components, the MIMOSA consortium (Machinery Information Management Open System Alliance) proposed an Open System Architecture for Condition Based Maintenance (OSA-CBM) [3]. As for an application example, let point out the Watchdog
Agent concept described in [8] that aims at implementing some components of the OSA-CBM in a distributive manner.

OSA-CBM recommends the development of seven types of modules in order to cover the tasks that are useful to perform conditional and predictive maintenances: a sensor module, a signal processing module, a condition monitoring module, a health assessment module, a prognosis module, a decision support module, and a presentation module. These modules are generally represented as communicating thanks to internet or a local network like in Figure 1 [3]. [9] provides an overview of standards that aim at facilitating the development of each one of the modules. Whithin all references, the ISO 13374-2 standard is noticeable in that it has been created to formalize the recommendations of OSA-CBM [10]. This standard can now be seen as a central work, and e-m@systec also wished to base the development of its platform on it.

Figure 1. Distributed architecture of Condition Based Maintenance [3]

B. ISO 13374-2 standard

ISO 13374-2 has been created to facilitate communication between different software for monitoring and diagnosis (CM&D) [10]. To achieve this goal, the ISO 13374-2 advocates respecting the informational and processing architectures. This processing architecture is composed of 6 blocks (Figure 2).

- The data acquisition (DA) block collects analog, digital and manual data and converts analog data into digital data. The output of the module is digital data with timestamp and data quality indicator.

- The data manipulation (DM) block processes the data in order to extract and select descriptors of interest (features) for the monitoring or diagnosis processes. Inputs from this block are either data from the DA block or from the DM block (cascaded data).

- The state detection (SD) block aims at determining the state of a system or component. It also should generate alerts. SD block may make use of current and historical DA and DM outputs, as well as of SD data if needed (cascade data).

- The health assessment (HA) block determines the current health status of equipment and establishes a diagnosis to determine the cause of the failure. This block uses all data needed from previous blocks. The main outputs are the health grade, the diagnosed faults, the recommendations, the explanation and a level of confidence.

- The block of prognosis (PA) has the primary purpose of determining the future states of an equipment and to estimate its remaining useful life (RUL) for a projected operational context. A level of confidence should also be provided, as well as recommendations and explanations. Any kind of input data shall be used.

- The advisory generation (AG) block aims at integrating information from previous modules and external constraints (availability) in order to recommend optimized actions.

C. Implementation requirements

The processing blocks must be adapted according to real implementation constraints. As for an example, each block needs an important data history whose workflow must be identified. Different algorithms can be used with static or dynamic configurations. The blocks may also have a Human-Machine Interface (HMI). For blocks HA, PA and GA, there are interfaces with external systems to recover past and future actions on equipment and operational data, and to quickly advise when to stop machine for emergency and launch new applications for assistance. The GA module also needs external constraints such as availability, security, cost, etc. The ISO 13374-2 also point out that all modules defined in software may contain the functionality of one or more blocks.

ISO 13374-2 provides the basic requirements for open software architectures information to be processed, communicated, and displayed by various software packages without specific protocols. Beyond the aspects inherent to the usage of "physical" devices like intelligent sensors or table computers, various problems follow from the distributed aspect of the application and the integration effort needed. Notably, which is the good way to implement a CBM architecture considering the data heterogeneity, the need of exchanging data between the modules and other information systems? Indeed, this aspect is unavoidable for real industrial applications: all maintenance actors do not require the same information. Also, they must be provided with contextual information. The purpose of next section is to present an architecture that enables to face with those problems. This architecture has been developed at e-m@systec in the framework of SMAC project (Semantic-maintenance and life cycle) (see Acknowledgment section).
III. E-M@SYSTEC SOFTWARE SUITE: A DISTRIBUTED AND RECONFIGURABLE INFORMATION SYSTEM

A. e-m@sytec software suite overview

E-m@sytec global solution aims at providing advanced functionalities to simplify maintenance tasks in practice, from management to implementation. To perform the various maintenance activities (planning of interventions, inventory management, diagnostics, monitoring, maintenance strategies selection, etc.), the required information must be easily accessible and exchangeable. That can be obtained thanks to the main core "e-m@web" of the software suite that allows the data centralization and redistribution (Figure 3). Let have a look on the 4 main major features that follow from it.

1) Access to data from the control/command at the operational level: the connection to SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) systems enables e-m@web to gather the data provided by sensors.

2) Access to available information in dedicated software tools: e-m@web interfaces the information coming from the maintenance-oriented systems tools such as DMS (Document management system), CMMS (Computerized Maintenance Management System) and ERP (Entreprise Resource Planning).

3) Provide specific applications for the implementation of an intelligent maintenance: e-m@web also offers specific modules dedicated to the anticipation (e-m@pron), the failure diagnostics (e-m@diag), the optimization of spare parts and interventions (e-m@log).

4) Facilitate representation with a HMI (Human-Machine Interface) offering contextualized access: the e-m@real module provides support for the maintenance interventions.

The software suite of e-m@sytec is notably composed of e-m@web, e-m@diag and e-m@pron, whose main functionalities are the following. Event and sensor data are centralized by e-m@web, which can connect to different CMMS, ERP and SCADA systems to retrieve relevant data for the various maintenance processes. The module e-m@diag is a diagnosis module that is based on knowledge capitalization techniques like case-based reasoning. Prognostics of progressive failure are performed thanks to the e-m@pron module.

These three main modules are obviously not sufficient to perform support to a global maintenance. The e-m@sytec software suite integrates thereby the remaining functionalities defined in ISO 13374-2. An illustration is given in Figure 4 and can be briefly described as follows.

- The DA module is found in the CMMS data for event data such as work requests, the stock of spare parts and ERP data for event data such as the cost of spare parts and in the SCADA for sensor data;
- The DM module is a part in the SCADA and one other in e-m@web;
- The SD module is also located either in the SCADA or in e-m@web;
- The HA module is in e-m@diag module;
- The PA module is in e-m@pron module;
- The AG module is the element the most important of e-m@web that use all data of the other tools.

Figure 4. Blocks of ISO 13374-2 in the software suite of e-m@sytec

B. The e-m@sytec software suite as an integrating system

The e-m@sytec software suite is a distributed, modular, portable and reconfigurable platform. Main advantages of these characteristics are the followings.

- The interest of a distributed platform is to perform the computations on different machines in order to reduce the global complexity of implementation. Another advantage is the exchange of experiences from various maintenance sites that enriches the knowledge base.
- The modular platform enables to use only the necessary functionality. For example, if only conditional and corrective maintenances are required, there is no need to install the e-m@pron module.
- Work environment constraints as operating systems, Windows or Linux, are no longer a problem thanks to the portability of the software suite.
- Reconfigurability allows the adaptation of the platform to any maintenance system according to specific needs.

Three aspects are at least relevant to discuss the main characteristics of the software suite.

1) Several actors

Different actors can access the e-m@sytec software suite. Depending on the connected role, contextual information varies. There are 5 different roles (administration roles are not considered here): the production operator, the maintenance worker, the manager, the expert and the top manager, as can be seen in Figure 5.
The production operator is the user of maintained equipments. This role creates a work request for corrective maintenance when an equipment failure occurs. The maintenance worker is responsible of the maintenance task of equipments. The manager oversees the maintenance and human resources, and can access to all information related to his team. The top manager checks if the objectives are met and therefore has access to available indicators. The expert provides his knowledge and feedback on the equipments, for example, the configuration of e-m@diag and e-m@pron must be performed by an expert. These different roles are the default roles to facilitate the implementation of the platform. According to specific requirements and thanks to the reconfigurability characteristic of the platform, appropriate roles can however be created as needed.

2) Technology

In order to implement a distributed system, the various elements developed within the e-m@systec software suite are in the portable language JEE (Java Enterprise Edition), which facilitates the creation of distributed applications. More precisely, implementation is performed thanks to the Jboss free application server, which is the most commonly used. It uses the Seam framework that eases the development of Web applications, and the integration of JSF (JavaServer Faces), EJB 3 (Enterprise Java Bean) and JPA (Java Persistence API). JSF is a user interface framework. EJB is a reusable component designed to be deployed on application servers. JPA is an interface defining the mapping of objects within the database. The used database is PostgreSQL. A thin client is used, which has the advantage to require only a web browser to be installed. Figure 6 shows the various elements described above.

3) Communication between the different modules

The e-m@web module has many ways to communicate with different tools depending on their technology. Between 2 e-m@systec tools, communication is done using EJB Session, which provides a service to customers via the RMI (Remote Method Invocation) protocol. Various web services are provided by PcVue, which is a SCADA. For example e-m@web can ask PcVue to return the last value of a sensor. There is also a connection with socket that is a lower levels' protocol. For example, the communication between a sensor of Senseor [11] (one of e-m@systec partners) and e-m@web is made by socket. The different types of communication are shown in Figure 7.

IV. EXAMPLE OF IMPLEMENTATION: THE PROGNOSTICS MODULE

A. Scenario and informational flow

The aim of the prognostic process is to determine when a machine will be considered as in a failure mode, and to give this information at the right time and at the right person, in order to open a work request if necessary. Let’s take a simple scenario to illustrate these needs.

In a few words, there is an informational flow from the sensor to the practitioner in charge of managing the maintenance task. This flow can be schematized as depicted in Figure 8. (For clarity reasons and in order to illustrate the complementarities of e-m@systec modules, same colors than those of Figure 4 have been used). The first step is performed by the e-m@pron module that aims at saving the relevant data on the behavior of the equipment under study (thanks to monitoring devices), at estimating future values of these descriptors, and at performing a classification step in order to provide the health state of the equipment at any time. According to this last information, an alert or alarm can be raised (or not) which can finally lead to generate a work request and send emails to the maintenance manager.

Figure 9 depicts the information flow by taking into account the architecture of the e-m@systec software suite. (Here again, colors from Figure 4 are maintained). Two sites are represented: the first one is the manufactory in which the maintained equipment is located, and the other one states for a remote building in which can be located the manager. The manufactory has a SCADA and a server that houses the SCADA connector and the e-m@pron module. An other server is situated in the building and houses the remote e-m@web.
B. Performing prognostics

As briefly explained before, 3 steps are needed to perform prognostic: data archiving, prediction and classification.

1) Data archiving

To forecast, the e-m@pron module needs to make an interesting data archiving. This can be made thanks to a functionality of e-m@web: the historization of data (named the SCADA connector) that aims at labeling all data with an index of time, and at transmitting them to e-m@pron module. This last one is able to archive those data.

2) Prediction

Prediction aims at estimating the future values of data until a forecasting horizon set by the user. For that purpose, the e-m@pron module is based on the uses of a neuro-fuzzy system as a prediction tool. The underlying algorithm is presented in [12] and is based on an exTS (evolving extended Takagi-Sugeno system).

3) Classification

The remote e-m@web module houses a classification functionality which calculates a set period. The classification aims at transforming the predicted values at any time “t+h” into most probable classes describing the health state of the equipment (normal, degraded, critical behavior). Each classification requires thereby results from the prediction algorithm of e-m@pron module. When classification is performed, whether a warning or an alarm is raised and e-m@web can create new work request and / or send an email to the person concerned by the information.

C. Degradation data simulation

The aim of this part is to illustrate the scenario with a simulation. The simulated degradation is a first-order chemical reaction introduced by [13]. It describes the growth of failure-causing conducting filaments of chlorine-copper compounds in printed-circuit boards. Let note $CH_1$ the amount of chlorine available for reaction and $CH_2$ a proportion of the amount of failure-causing chlorine-copper compounds at time “t”. Under appropriate conditions of temperature, humidity, and electrical charge, there is a chemical reaction in which copper combines with chlorine ($CH_1$) to produce ($CH_2$) with a constant degradation rate ($r$):

$$CH_2(t) = CH_1(0) \cdot [1 – exp(-r_1.t)]$$

where $CH_1(0)$ is the initial amounts of chlorine available for reaction.

In this paper, the proposed approach to perform prognostic assumes that no understanding of the degradation phenomena is necessary as the exTS predictor would track it. Thus, the mathematical expression in (1) was not used as a model but to generate realistic simulation data: this was done by simulating degradation rates ($r_1$) and by adding a random value (uniform distribution) as a noise to the calculated value of $CH_2(t)$.

An amount of 150 degradation data samples were generated and entered into the SCADA as if it would have been provided by a real plant (Figure 10). Following that, data where stored thanks to the data archiving functionality of e-m@pron, and were used to train the predictive model.
regressors (the 4 last data) were used as inputs from the prediction system (the exTs system) in order to perform predictions at \( t+i \). Multi-step ahead predictions (at any \( t+i \)) were performed by applying the cascade techniques that aims at using results from prediction at \( t+i \) as inputs for prediction at \( t+i+1 \). This configuration is realized by an expert and other type of long term approaches can be considered. In experiments, predictions were provided from time “50”. Figure 11 depicts the results as presented by e-m@pron module.

The classification step is configured by an expert role. In this example a threshold of 85% of chlorine-copper compounds was set as critical with respect to the application (i.e. limit for the failure mode). When this limit is exceeded, an alert is triggered and an email is send to the manager. At any time, an email can also be sent to inform from the remaining useful life (RUL) of the equipment (in this example, failure will probably occurs on November the 28th between 5h and 6h. A work request can thereby be performed in order to start with the scheduling of the maintenance task.

![Figure 11. Simulation result](image)

V. CONCLUSIONS

Conditional Based Maintenance (CBM) and predictive maintenance are now considered as key feature since the uses of provisionality strategies is a good way to improve the availability of processes, to ensure the smallest variations of products qualities or the direct costs falling. Nevertheless, in practice (and in spite of recommendations like those ones of the OSA-CBM standard), defining and implementing a computer software system for CBM is not a trivial task. That can be mostly explained by the necessity of providing a distributed application that enables to share data and information in an easy but effective manner in-between various actors from various industrial plants. Following that, the aim of the paper was to describe a collaborative software that has been developed in the society e-m@systec. The global software suite and some of its functionalities and modules have been described. Its simple architecture, as well as its evolving and customizable capabilities make the global information system as useful for distributed applications. The usage of JEE technology improves the portability of the system. This software is well adapted to support predictive maintenance strategies. Thereby and as for an illustration, an example related to a prognostic problem has also been described. For that purpose, a scenario of a prognostic application has been presented in order first, to illustrate the informational flow that is required, and secondly to show what characteristics of the software suite are powerful to perform this type of maintenance activity.
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